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Perhaps the most famous tree in the world is an ancient oak tree in 

Palestine often referred to as the Oak of Mamre, or simply Abraham’s 

Oak. 


Legend has it that beneath this tree an angel of the Lord met 

Abraham and Sarah to tell them that in their old age they would have 

a child, and that indeed their decedents would be as numerous as the 

stars. 


As long ago as the 12th Century, Christian pilgrims from around the 

world would stop to venerate this old, twisted, tree. Which spirals on 

itself and jobs sharply to one side. 


In the 1860’s the Russian Orthodox Church established a monastery 

on the site. And for hundreds of years no trip to the Holy Land was 

complete, without a stop beneath Abraham’s Oak. 




In 1996, the tree died. 


It is still there, a hulking knot of dead wood. Supported by 

scaffolding. Slowly, but surely decaying. 


—


A shoot will sprout from the stump of Jesse’s tree. Isaiah told his 

people. 


It was hope they perhaps longed for, but it was hard to believe. 


The ancient Israelites living in Jerusalem about 600 years before 

Jesus would be born, believed that their city was a holy city of God’s 

promise. That wars may rage and tempests blow, but one thing was 

certain. Those city walls would never fall. God would not let anything 

happen to God’s own holy city. 




In 605 BC, the Babylonians proved them wrong. The walls fell. The 

city burned. The temple,  a heap of rubble and the people hauled off 

as prisoners, into exile in a strange land. 


The heart of their faith was cracked open. And for many, their hope 

was cut clean off.


That ancient family tree, rooted in their ancestors and branching out 

toward the future God imagined with them. 


Was a stump. 


—


In the horrifying weeks and months after the September 11th attacks, 

you may remember as I do the images of ashen rescue workers 

digging slowly through the mountain of twisted metal and concrete 

blocks in Lower Manhattan. 




Like all large scale emergency operations, there comes a moment 

when a transition is made from a rescue phase, to a recovery phase. 

It is the solemn moment in which everyone together acknowledges 

that they will not be finding any more survivors. And are now 

recovering remains, and cleaning up the site for what comes next.


It was during that recovery phase when rescue workers came upon a 

Callery pear tree. Charred, broken, on its side with its roots ripped up 

from the ground and snapped by the force of the falling debris. 


Its hard to say exactly why. Maybe it was just that their hearts 

yearned to salvage just more more bit of life. But workers from the 

city parks department came, tenderly wrapped the fragile roots, and 

lifted the mangled tree onto a flatbed truck, and drove it away to Van 

Cortland Park in the Bronx, where it was planted in a city run nursery. 


Looking at it sticking up from the bare dirt in the cold autumn, it had 

no more life to it then one of those twisting steel beams sticking up 

out of the ash and ruin. 




—


I think we all know what that feels like. At some point or another. 

Maybe right now. To have hope so thoroughly cut down. To feel so 

pressed beneath life’s responsibilities and disappointments, griefs 

and sorrows, that it is hard to imagine, it is hard to imagine, anything 

else. 


I think we all feel what it is to live in a world where cruelty and hatred 

seem resurgent. The way we hoped the world was growing, is cut 

back again, and again, and again.


We know what it is to have the familiar planet beneath of feet 

suddenly not feel like a guaranteed part of our future. 


In our own lives, and in the world around us, there are plenty of 

stumps. Maybe it felt like your life was going a certain way. Maybe it 

felt like the world as moving a certain way.




And then it wasn’t.


We know something that we wish would just change back to the way 

it was. 


And it won’t.


—


By 2008, Abraham’s oak had been dead for 12 years. People had 

come to visit what was not essentially and ancient ruin. Any maybe 

see it one last time.


It was one of those visitors who actually was the first to notice.


A small green shoot. Less than an inch tall. Growing from the side of 

the trunk. 




Don’t get your hopes up, probably just a weed, or something that has 

found a home in the rotting wood. 


Or, maybe not. Because there is another. And as they grew, it became 

unmistakable. They were new shoots. Part of the same old, old tree. 

Maybe it wasn’t dead after all.


And sure enough. Today, botanists are on site every day to care for 

the tender shoots, which are now, getting somewhat bushy. The tree 

is unmistakably alive. 


The new tree will not look like the old one. In fact, most of the old tree 

has been cut away to make room for the new growth. 


— 


And in the Bronx, two men from the Parks Department Robert 

Zappala and Richie Cabo made that Callary Pear tree their life’s 

purpose. 




It’s dead limbs were clipped, it was planted in rich soil and fertilized 

regularly. 


I still remember the day, Richie Cabo said, when I noticed that ”it had 

one branch that had one tiny little shoot coming out of it, with one 

little leaf on it.” "It was like the only glimmer of hope there was.”


The tree has since been replanted at Ground Zero as part of the 

memorial park. And you can see the scars where the branches were 

blown off almost two decades ago. 


Above those scars are now 35 feet of new growth, flowering 

beautifully each spring. 


The tree, now knows as the survivor tree, is in fact so much alive that 

every year its seeds are gathered and grown into new seedlings, the 

children of the survivor tree, sent to places around the world where 

tragedy as made such hope essential.




The tree’s saplings now grow in Newtown Connecticut near Sandy 

Hook Elementary, in Orlando near the Pulse Nightclub, in Charleston 

South Carolina by the Mother Emmanuel Church, in Parkland Florida, 

Puerto Rico, and Haiti. 


And in Boston’s public garden, a seedling from the survivor tree now 

grows as a sign of resilience and hope, planted after the marathon 

bombing. 


—


A shoot shall come out from the stock of Jesse,


   and a branch shall grow out of its roots.


—


Too often hope gets trapped in memory. 




Staring at a dead rotting tree, or a fresh cut stump, and wishing as 

hard as we can that it would just go back to the way it was. That it 

would be like we remember. That it would just come back. That’s not 

hoping though. That is just wishing. 


Hope is the work of our imagination. 


It is the ability to look at a charred battered stump of a tree and 

imagine that a green shoot could still spring forth. That what seems 

dead and gone might surprise us with some kind of new life we could 

not have anticipated.


And too often our hope is crushed beneath the weight of impossible 

expectations. We want to heal the whole world with one big idea, or 

change everyone’s mind with a perfectly worded post on social 

media. 




We want to repair distance that has grown over years with one 

weekend away. Or fundamentally change who are children are by 

reading the right blog post. 


—


But that is not how those trees came to life. 


They came to life because hope-filled and faithful people where on 

lying on their stomachs in the mud pinpointing nutrients into a single 

root with a syringe. 


They came to life because rescue workers in the rubble gently 

wrapped tender roots, and found good soil.


And watered. And watched. And waited. And trimmed back old wood 

with the delicate skill of a surgeon. 




More often than not the work of hope is not dramatic. It is not 

memorable. It is not heroic. 


It is the willingness to do the long, slow, work, of tending the tender 

shoots of goodness and love in the world. 


It is the unrelenting ordinary watering and fertilizing of the most 

delicate tendrils of new life. One day at a time. Over years. Even over 

generations. 


—


As much as our lives and our world are full of stumps. 


 

They are also full of tender shoots. We could lament that they are not 

yet mighty trees. We could fret at how vulnerable and tenuous they 

seem.


Or we could, like Isaiah, imagine what amazing hope they hold.




And make it our lives work to help they blossom, and grow. 



